
The world’s quietest commercial 
blender with a tactile touch pad.
The Stealth 885 combines durability, power, and a wealth of exciting features  

including a tactile touch pad. Simply put, it’s the quietest, most advanced,  

and easiest to use commercial blender on the planet.
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STEALTH 885TM

Standard features

 MOTOR  
 3.8 peak horsepower, 15 AMP/120V  
 or 7.5 AMP/220V available 

 INTERFACE 
 Tactile interface

 SOUND ENCLOSURE 
 Fully enclosed, easy-to-clean blending  
 station. Advanced sound enclosure helps
 blender operate at nearly the sound level  
 of normal conversation.

 PROGRAM CYCLES 
 42 preprogrammed cycles, customizable  
 blend cycles.

 DIMENSIONS  
 H: 17.3” (43,9 cm)
 D: 9.0” (22,9 cm)
 W: 8.6” (21,8 cm)

 WEIGHT
 15.8 lbs (7,2 kg)

 ADDITIONAL OPTIONS
 In-counter version
 

 CERTIFICATIONS
 Conforms to applicable UL and CSA  
 safety standards as well as NSF  
 sanitation standards.

Blendtec STEALTH 885TM

Stealth Technology ensures an  
uninterrupted atmosphere
The Stealth 885 includes a sleek sound enclosure 
and proprietary airflow innovations that enable 
operation at nearly the sound level of a normal 
conversation.

Customized cycles provide consistent 
results every time
In addition to 42 preprogrammed cycles, users 
can create custom blends with the online Blend 
Wizard™, then store up to 14 on the blender for 
one-touch operation.

Built to save time and money
All Blendtec blenders are built to meet  
the unique needs of the commercial  
customer. Each feature—from top to  
bottom—delivers effortless operation  
and is designed to reduce overall cost.

BPA-free Wildside+ jar

14 SeCondS to a  
perfectly blended drink
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Warranty:
For warranty specifics by product, contact your Lancer Sales Representatives.
Equipment design and/or specifications are subject to change without notice.
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Blunt safety blade

10X STRonGeR
than traditional blades

Ultra High-Speed Motor

3.8 PeAK HP blends  
the toughest ingredients
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